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SECTION I - GENERAL Q~SCE!PTION 

1. PURPOSE OF CIRCUIT 

1.01 The purpose of this circuit is to 
specify the wiring information fJr the 
J3HOOEE unit, which orovi~es the means Jf 
wiring and physically mounting eight 
circui+ packs to provi1e +48 volts oc 
potential for coin lines in No. 3 ESS. 
Also provided are the fuse~ neejej €or 
-48 vol+ de signal battery, the +48 volts 
de talk battery, and the filters for the 
+48 volt de talk battery. All 
dial-tone-first units will be mounted on 
the mi~cellaneous frames. 

2._GENFFAL DESCPIPrION OF_OPERATION 

2.01 The operation of this =ircuit 
involves olacinq +48 volts de potential 
towarrl the co"in line on the ring lead an1 
keepinq the tip lea1 at ground. Also, the 
circuit. repeats the supe-cvision of the coin 
line back to the junctor circuit, whe-ce it 
is maintained. 

SECTION II - DETAILED_DES~B!P~IO~ 

1. DIAL TONE FIRST jDTfl_CIRClJIT 

1.01 This circuit is used to connect a 
coin telephone to a +48 volt de source to 
disable the TOUCH-TONE* pad and tJ release 
a single nickel 1ropperl into the =oin 
telephone. There ar~ two DTF circuits on 
one circuit pack. Distribution fuses for 
both -4~ and +48 Vdc and the filters of the 
+48 Vdc are providP.<l on this unit. 

POWEP DISTPIBUTION 

1.02 The +48 volt talk battery, via an 
A and B bus, comes to the DTF unit from the 
miscellanPous power frame, and is filtererl 
at the unit by C1, Rt for the A bus and C2, 

* Peqistered U.S. Patent Office. 

R2 fJr the B bus. After the filte-c, power 
is distributed to the circuit packs by 
fuses DFAO throu➔h DFA3 for the A bus and 
fuses DFBO through DFB3 for the B bus. 

1.03 The -48 volt signal battery, via 
an A and B bus, comes to +he OFT unit from 
the miscellanPous frame circuit. 
Distribution of the -q8 volt battery to the 
DTF circuit packs is done through fuses 
DCAO thrJugh DC~3 for the A bus and DCBO 
throuqh DCB3 for the B bus. 

DTF CIRCUIT 

1.04 The DTF circuit, being a line 
circuit, is connected directly to a coin 
telephone that is $et for dial-tone-first 
ooeration. The circuit pack contains two 
OTF circuits that are ope-rated completely 
indeoendently of each other. With the 
circuit in the bypass state, the coin 
telephone is connected directly to the 
junctor circuit from which battery is 
obtained and ~upervision is maintained for 
the coin telephone. 

1.05 With the circuit in the reverse 
battery state, +48 volt talk battery i$ 
placed ~n the -ring lead to the coin 
telephone and ground is maintained on the 
tip lead. Capacitors C1 and C2 are placed 
into the circuit to pass ac signals and to 
provide de isolation between +48 volt 
battery and thP. -QB volt battery coming 
from the junctor circuit. Loop current to 
the coin telephone causes relay K2 to 
operate, thus closinq a de current path 
through L2 back to the junctor circuit. L2 
provides a low impedance for de continuity 
whil~ maintaining a high impedance to voice 
siqnals. Supervision is maintained at the 
junc~or circuit with de current. 

1.06 one relay, designated A and 
operated by the distributor circuit under 
program control, is used to provide the 
necessary states for the various functions 
of the circuit. ~Ach state is defined by a 
particular relay operating or releasing. 
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-SECTJON_III - PEFERE_CE DATA 

1. WORKING LIMIT§ 

1.01 The maximum external loop 
re~istance is 1000 ohms. The minimum 
insulation resistance is 10,000 ohms. 

~UNCTIONAL DESI3NATIONS 

2. 01 Eel-9.Y.§ 

Designation 

A 

3. FUNCTIONS 

rhis relay is alpha
betically nesign3ted 
for proqra~ reference. 

A 3.01 
Wltween 

circuit. 

Provines a dirPct connection 
the coin telephone and the junctor 

3.02 ProvicPs th~ +48 vols to the ring 
lead anrl repeats suoPrvision to the junctor 
circuit from the <-oin telephone. 

4. CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

4.01 WhPn these circui•s are listej on 
the keysheets, the connecting information 
thereon is to be followed. 
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(a) Distribute 
SD-3H150-01. 

Point 

(b) Network Frame Circuit 
Appearance) - SD-3H901-01. 

Circuit -

(Network 

2• MANUFACTURING TESTING REQUIREMENT§ 

Intermediate Reauirements 

5. 01 None. 

. ~nd 'Requi~~nt 2 

5.02 This circuit should be teste~ to 
verify that it is wired in accordance with 
the schema•ic an1 wiring drawing, that the 
requirements of the circuit require!TIPnts 
table are met, and that the circuit is 
capable of performing all functions stated 
in this circuit description. 

§....__TAKI g_fill_lJ!~MENT OUT OF SERVICE 

6.01 Information for taking this 
circuit ou of service is found in IM-3AOOO 
and OM-3HOOO. Also, the associated fuses 
must be removed before removing the DTF 
circuit from this unit. 
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